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Community: Ramingining Date & time: 14/06/2016  AT 10:57AM 

Venue: CSD 

 

Attendance 

 
Members present (names): Ronnie Garrawurra, Jack Matjaki, Barry Djarriyang, Matthew Dhulburrk, David Rumba Rumba, Judith 
Dhuru, David Biltji, John Gawumalawuy, Judy Ganinydja, Rose Wurrgu Wurrgu 

Apologies (names): AngliCare Sandi Ford  

Guest / visitor speakers (names):   Tim Pickford Shane Flannigan Sharon Taylor Janine Brevis Sharon  

 

Meeting minutes 

 
Previous minutes 12/04/2016 ratified:  

 
1. Welcome & apologies:  



 
Agenda item 01: Tim Pickford - Multipurpose Cyclone Shelter 
-Ramingining had $1M allocated for the cyclone relief fund. Recently Adam Giles 
made a visit out here announcing that the government is giving an additional $4.5M to 
build a cyclone shelter and an additional 10 houses. The director of infrastructure for the 
Education Department Sharon Taylor joined the LA via phone and proposed that the multi-
purpose cyclone shelter be built beside the school (pre-school side) on school grounds 
-The proposed site is only because it was an easy spot to maintain with staff from school not 
far away 
- Matthew Dhulburrk raised that he was unhappy about the location of proposed site saying 
that the school has plenty of money and that the facility should be put somewhere more 
central to the community enabling the community to be able to use it at other times and that 
permission to use the facility should be sought out of the shire council instead of the school. 
- Ronnie Garrawurra said that maybe a mutual spot like the Oval would be a better location. 
-Mathew Dhulburrk passed a motion to let the Multipurpose Cyclone Shelter be built on school 
grounds which was 2nd by Judith Dhuru, this motion was later rescinded. 
-CSM questioned if there would be restrictions on using the facility if it is located at the school, 
with no answer forthcoming.  
-A second motion was moved by Mathew Dhulburrk that the Chief Ministers office will look at 
the oval first and then make a decision as to where it will be situated; this was 2nd by Judith 
Dhuru and unanimously agreed to by the LA. 

Actions 

 
Who: moved by Matthew 
Dhulburrk and 2nd by Judith 
Dhuru 

When:  

 
Agenda item 02: Shane Flanigan - NT health (Drug and Alcohol) 
-Discussed amendments to the volatile substance Abuse Management  Plan for Ramingining 
-With recent contractors and many more to come, new clauses that will be submitted by the 
Police and Health Department are to make sure that items that are dangerous must be stored 
accordingly in a locked storage container and if the container is padlocked contractors must 
use a lock shroud. 
- Items such as bolt cutter and angle grinders that can be used as possible break and enter 
items must also be stored correctly and not left in easily accessed areas of a vehicle. 
The amendments were moved by Judy Ganinydja and 2nd by John Gawumalawuy and 
unanimously  approved by the LA 
 

Actions 

 
Who: moved by Judy Ganinydja 
2nd by John Gawumalawuy 

When:  

 
Agenda item 03: -Sandi Ford Anglicare NT Money Matters Program was to present information 
to the LA but decided to follow other avenues of community consultation. The LA was informed 
by the CSM, Richard Trudgeon will consult with elders, traditional and community residents 
about the program.  
 

Actions 

 
Who: 

When:  

 
Agenda item 04: -War memorial competition will also be open for another month to enable 
people in the community to send in their drawings. 
-The water park that had previously been discussed in LA exceeds current LA priority funding. 
The LA has directed the CSM to explore grant funding options that may be available to us as a 
community. 
-The Bike track is good and just need to finalize a spot for it to be made. 
-The CSM and the school has asked if people can please keep their dogs at home so that they 
do not hang around at the school grounds. The LA agreed to be proactive in this area. 
- The CSM asked the LA to be involved in educating the community on rubbish at football 
matches and that rubbish needs to be put in the bins provided, making it a nicer, cleaner place 
for everyone to enjoy. The LA agreed to be proactive in this area. 
 
-The LA agreed that the oval can also be used for Taylors Carnival after the football grand 

Actions 

 
Who: CSM Allan Hawke 

When: 23/08/2016 



 

 

final. 
- The CSM tabled the current LA Action Register to request it be updated. The LA agreed to 
allow the CSM to remove two items from the register – Roads 01/05/2015 and Ramingining 
Cemetery clean up 01/05/2015 as these items have been completed. 

Date of next meeting: 23/08/2016 

Meeting closed: 12:44PM 

Chair name: Ronnie Garrawurra Signed:  


